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We strengthen the Gaki-Milgram theorem for digraphs with independence number two, 
and propose various problems and conjectures strengthening the Gallai-Milgram theorem and 
the Gallai-Roy theorem for smang digraphs. 
1. xRtroductioR 
Let D = (V, E) be a directed graph. A path P in D is a sequence of distinct 
vertices (vlP . . . , v,,) such that (vi, Vi+l) E E, i = 1,2, . . . , II - 1. Denote the 
initial vertex v1 of P by in(P) and the terminal vertex v, by Per(P). A path 
pm&ion is a partition of V iat0 dPz aJUknt paths. tit z(D) denote the minimum 
number of paths in a path partition of D. The GaUai-Milgra~ Theorem [7] states 
that for any digraph D with independence number a(D), z(D)6 m(D). For 
Q! = 1, this result is known as Redei’s theorem [l0j, stating that every tournament 
contains a Hamilton path. If D is also strongly connected (i.e. for any two 
vertices X, y E V(D) there exists a path P with in(P) =x and ter(P) = y), then a 
theorem of Camion [3] implies a stronger esult than Rtiei’s theorem: a strong 
tournament conrains 2 Hamilton cycle. In view of Camion’s theorem it is natural 
to attempt to strengthen the Gallai-Milgram theorem for all Q! for strong 
digraphs. Chen and Manalastas [4] have done so for or = 2. 
Theorem 1 [4]. Every strongly connected digraph D, with a(D) = 2, is spanned 
by two consistent cyc4m 
Two cycles C1 and C2 are consistent if their intersection is empty, or a single 
vc<ex, or a subpath of C1 and Cz (see Fig. 1). 
An immediate result of Theorem 1 is 
CO~OUUY 2. Every strongly connected digraph with cy = 2 contains a Hamilton 
path. 
A natural extension of the above corollary is the following: 
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Fig. 1. Consistent cycles. 
Conj 3. For every strongly connected diagraph 
n(D) s a(D) - 1. 
D with cua2 
This conjecture implies the Gallai-Milgram theorem. This can easily be seen 
hy constructing a new digraph D* by adding a new vertex V, and joining it (both 
ways) tc the vertices of D. Clearly D* is strong, and a path partition with 
Q! - 1 paths in D* implies the existence ofa path partition with ~1! paths in D. 
In tie next section we prove the following strengthening of the Gallai-Milgram 
Theorem for Q! = 2. 
eorem 4. Let D be a digraph with dy = 2 and let x be a vertex in D such that for 
any vertex y #x, there exists a path in D _fiom x to y. Then D i& spanned by two 
disjoint paths, PI and Pz, such that in(PI j = x. 
As a corollary, we deduce Conjecture 3 in the case when a! = 3 and D contains 
a cut vertex. 
We begin by introducing the following terminology. Let P be a directed path 
(or cycle) and let x, y E V(P). Then P(x, y) denotes the subpath of P fkom x to y. 
We write P(, y) for P(in(P), y) and P(x,) for P(x, ter(P)). assume a E P. Then 
a-(P)(a’(P)) denotes the vertex on P which dominates (is dominated by) a. If P 
and Q are two paths were ter(P) dominates in(Q) or ter(P) = in(Q), then P * Q 
k tie concatenation f P and Q. 
Let S = {A,, A*, . . .} be the se+ nf =f~*m= n b VIU,aVUb ..omponent; of D. There is a natural 
partial order P(S, 3) defined by: 
Ai a Ai if and only if there exists a path in D from Ai to A). 
imal (minimal) if it is maximal (minimal) in the orde 
1 and A2 are adjacent if there exist vertices x, y such 
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x E V(A,), y E V(A2) and x, y are adjacent in the graph. Similarly, we say that a 
component Al dominates A2 if there exists x E V(A,) and y E V(&) such that 
(x, y) E E(D). Denote by !(D) the length of the longest chain in the partial order 
P. l+tivalently, Z(D) is the maximum number of strong components that any 
given path in D may meet. Other terminology and notation undefined here can be 
found in [2]. 
The following theorem is slightly stronger than Theorem 4. 
Theorem 5. Let D be a digraph with (Y’= 2 and let A be a maximul strong 
component in D. Then for every vertex  E V(A), there exist two disjoint spanning 
pa& PI and Pz ifi D sizh that in(P,) =x. 
Before proving Theorem 5, we present he following two technical emmas: 
Lem 6. Let D be a strong &graph with (Y = 2. Then D contains two Hamilton 
paths Ql and Q, such that the vertices al = in(Ql) and a2=in(Q2) are 
independent, and bl = ter(Ql) and b2 = ter(Q2) are independent. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, D is spanned by two consistent cycles C1 and C2. Choose 
such cycles such that ICI f7 C2( is maximum. Assume, fkst, that CI n C2 + 0 (see 
Fig. 2a). Let (tr, f2, . . . , tk) be the subpath common to CI and C2, and let 
a1 = tg(C,), a2= ti(C2), b, = tr(C2) and b2= ti(C& By the maximality of 
]C,n Cz] the vertices a, and a2 are independent, and so are bl and b2. The 
following paths QI and Q2 satisfy the conditions of the Lemma: 
Ql= G(al, . . . , tk)*Cz(a2,. . . , b,) 
Q2 = C2(42r . - . , frk) * C&I, . - . ,621. 
If C1 n C2 = 0 (Fig. 2b), then since G is strong, there exist edges el = (xIyn) E 
E(D) and e2= (y2, x2) E E(D) where xl, x2 E V(CJ and yl, y2 E V(C2). By the 
maximal&y of (C, n C,l, the vertices al = xr(C,) and a2 = y$‘(C,) are independent 
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as well as the vertices b1 = y;(C2) and bz = KZ(C~). The paths 
Q, = WI, l l l 9 x1) *y1* c,(Yl, l l l I 6,) 
Q2=C2(a2rm..I ~2) *:x2 * C&2, . . . t 62) 
satisfy the conditions of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 7. Let D be a directed graph with Q! = 2 and l(D) = 2. Asszune that D 
contains a maximum strong component A with a(A) = 2. l%en for every vertex 
x E V(A) there exist two disjoint paths PI and P2 spanning D which sati& . 
(i) in(Pl) =x; and 
(ii) ter(Pl) and ter(P2) are in different strong components of D. 
By Theorem 1, A is spanned by two consistent cycles. Pick such cycles C1 
and C2 so that lC, n C21 is maximum, and define the vertices al, a2, bl and b2 and 
the paths Q, and Q2 as in the proof of the previous lemma. We may assume that 
x E V(C,) at let 2 =x-(Cl). 
Consider the graph D’ spanned by VW(A). Since a(D’) s 2 it follows that D’ 
contains at most wo strong components. 
Assume first that D’ contains exactly two strong components & and &. Since 
Z(D) ‘2, Bl and & are incomparable, and hence cw(&) = cu(&) = 1. Let 
( Ul, u2, . . . , urn, d and (VI, ~2,. . . ) v,, qj be KamGlton cycles in BI and 4, 
respectively. Now, since cy = 2, vertex z must dominate some vertex in & or &. 
Assume without loss of generality hat (2, ul) E E(D). Since the vertices bl and b2 
in A zue independent, vl must be dominated by one of them. If (b,, v,) E E, we 
define 
Otherwise, (b,, v,) E E and we define 
4 = Q,(G 62) * (VI, . . .s IY,) 
P2= Q2(529 z)*(uI, . . .p urn) 
If D’ contains exactly one strong component B, we proceed to define Q, and Q2 
as in the previous case by letting B = B2 and J& = 0. 
5. Assume, first, that a(A) = 1, and let C(al, . . . , a,,,, al) be 
n A, where a1 = x. Define the graph D* from D, by replacing 
Avery edge (a,,,, aj) E E(D) by the edge (aj, a,,,). Since a(D*) = 3, D* is spanned 
st two disjoint paths Pf and P’ 2, where, without loss of generality, 
). Since a,,, is a sink in D*[V(A)], we have af(PF) $ V(A*). Let b be 
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the Grst vertex of Pl which is not in A*. The following paths satisfy the theorem: 
4 = C(al, . . . 9 am) *P&J 
Pz = P,*(b) 
(P2 is empty if b does not exkt). 
Assume now that every maximal strong component A in D has independence 
number two. Since Q! = 2 it follows that A is unique. If D is strong, then by 
Corollary 2 the theorem follows. Otherwk we prove by induction on I = I(G) 
that D is spanned by two disjoint paths PI and P2 satisfying: 
(i) in(PJ =x 
(ii) tl = ter(Pl) and t2 = ter(P,) are in different strong components of D. 
For I = 2, such paths exist by Lemma 7. Let D be a graph with l(D) = i > 2 and 
let 19 be the set of minimal strong components in D. (Note that 18 contains at most 
two strong components.) DeEne 9 = @[V - V(U/i?)]. By the induction hypothe- 
sis, H is spanned by two disjoint paths, PI and P2 satisfying (i) and (ii) above. 
Case (a). Assume that D contains exactly two minimal strong components B1 
and 4. Since a(D) = 2, it follows that a@,) = cy(&j = 1. 
Let (ut,. . . , u,,,, u,) and (v~,. . . , v,, ~1) be Hamilton cycles in B1 and & 
respectively. 
Assume, first, that H contains a minimal strong component A which is adjacent 
both to & and to &. Assume, without loss of generality, that t1 = ter(P1) E V(A), 
and t2= ter(P2) E V(A,), where Al is a strong component different from A. Since 
A is a minimal component, it is spanned by a subpath (x1x2, . . . , x,, tl) of PI. If 
r1 is adjacent o Bi (i = 1 or 2) and t2 is adjacent o Bi (j # i, j = 1 or 2) then PI 
and P2 can in easily extended to two paths which span D and satisfy (i) and (ii) 
above. Otherwise, one of Bi, i = 1,2, say B,, is adjacent neither to t1 not to tz 
(see Fig. 3). Let X_i E V(A) be the last vertex of PI which dominates ome vertex 
uk in Bl (since A is adjacent to B1, such 3 vertex exists). Hence X~+~ is not 
adjacent to any vertex in V(Bl), implying that (t2, Xj+J E E(D)= may now 
define the following two paths P1 and P2 which satisfy (i) and (ii) above. 
Assume now, that no minimum strong component in M is adjacent both to Bl and 
to & (see Fig. 4). 
Then H contains two minimal components Al and AZ, and we may assume that 
A, dominates Bl and is not adjacent to , and A2 dominates & and is not 
adjacent o Bl. But since Bl and B2 are not adjacent, t1 dominates all the vertices 
I, Ben-Arroyo Hartman 
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in & and p2 dominates all the vertices in &. The paths P1 and P2 can be easily 
extended as depicted in Fig. 4. 
Case @). Assume that D contains a unique minimal strong component B, and 
let A be a minimum component in H (see Fig. 5). Without loss of generality, 
t1 = ter(P1) E V(A), and A is spanned by the subpath (x1x2, . . . , x,, tl) of PI. If 
a(B) = 2 then B contains by Le,mma 7 two independent vertices u1 and a2 which 
are initial vertices of Hamilton paths. Vertex t1 must dominate one of uj (i = 1,2) 
and PI can be extended appropriately. Otherwise a(B) = 1 and B contains a 
Hamilton cycle (u1u2, . . . , u,, ui). If either tl or t2 = ter(P,) are adjacent o B, 
then PI and P2 can be extended to include B. If not, let Xi E V(A) be the last 
Fig. 4. 
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vertex of PI adjacent o some vertex uk E V(B) (since A is a minimum component 
in H, such a vertex exists). As in Case (a), it follows that (&, x~+~) E E(D) and PI 
and & below satisfy (i) and (ii). 
PI = P,(, xi) * (uk* uk+l, . . . . uk-1) 
&=P,(* b)*(xj+l9 . . . , t1). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
As a corollary we prove a special case of Conjecture 3: 
CamQcq 8. Let D be a stron,, Q ?igraph with idependence number ay = 3. Assume 
also that 2 contains a cut IJ~F+X ?%en x(D) s 2. 
Proof. Let M be a cut vertex of D = (V, E). Let HI and H2 be two induced 
subgraphs of D such thaz L @L&) f! V(&) = @Is and V(H,) U V(H2) = V. Clearly, 
HI and hi; are strong and 3 6 cu(Hl) + cu(@) s 4. 
There are two cases to consider: 
Case I. cw(l&) -+ (By = 3. Without 10s~ of generality or(Hl) = 1 and CU(&) = 
2. Let K’ = HI - u. By EUdei’s theorem and Corollary 2 the subgraphs K and 
are spanned by Hamilton paths PI and P2 respectively, which form a path 
partition of D. 
cast? 2. _,$rQ + (IY(H~) = 4. Ifi t 
independent set in 4% contains u. 
then m(K) = I and as Lm Case 1 
sum that every 
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partition of D. Otherwise, cy(&) = i and H2 contains a Hamilton cycle 
C=(Vt,V*,..., q, q), where VI = u. Now since HI is strong, there exists a 
vertex x in a maximum strong component of K 
Theorem 5, K is spanned by disjoint paths PI 
P* = (V&, c . . , v!) * PI. The paths PI and P2 form 
3, Other conjectures and rehted problems 
which is dominated by u. By 
and P2 where in(P,) = X. Let 
a path partition of D. R 
Consider an undirected graph G with connectivity k and independence number 
a(G) 6k. The Chvfital-Erdiis Theorem [S] states that G contains a Hamilton 
cycle. As a corollary, it follows that if k < a, then R(G) s cu(G) - k. This can be 
seen by constructing a new graph G* by adding c11- k new vertices 
( VI,. . . ) t&k } to G and joining them to each vertex in V(G). The resultant 
graph G*, has connectivity k = a and contains a Hamilton cycle if and only if 
V(G) cm be partitioned into Q! - k paths. The Chvatal-Erd& theorem and its 
corollary clearly strengthen the Gallai-Milgram theorem fof undirected graphs. 
Can we have such a strengthening for directed graphs? A directed graph 
D = (V, E) is k-connected if D[V - V’] is strong for every V’ E V, IV’1 <k. 
The following counter-examples show that the Chvfital-Erd& theorem cannot 
be necessarily extended to directed graphs. The graph in Fig. 6 (suggested by B. 
Jackson) has k = cy = 2 and contains no Hamilton cycle. The graph in Fig. 7 has 
k = 3 Q! = 2 and no Hamilton cycle. Other counter-examples for k = 2 and k = 3 
also exist. 
The following is a more reasonable extension of the Chvatal-Erdiis theorem to 
directed graphs. 
Conjecture 9. Let D be a k-connected directed graph with a(D) > k. Then 
n(D) s a(D) - k. 
This conjecture is best possible as seen by the graph in Fig. 8. For each i, 
16 i’ s C, F is a tournament, and for each, j, 16) s k, vi is connected (both ways) 
to all the vertices in each z, 1 s i s 4% 
For other possible extension of the Chvatal-Erd6s theorem to directed graphs 
see [S] and [9]. 
Fig. 6. 
(Kz denotes the complete symme,tric digraph.) 
Fig. ?. 
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Now let D be a transitive digraph, i.e. (x, y) E E(D) and (y, z) E E(D) imply 
that (x, z) E E(D). It is not difkult to show that in this case x(D) = a(D). Note 
that a path in D cmesponls to an independent set in DC (the compliment of D) 
and vice versa, any independent set of vertices in D induces a path in DC. Heme, 
it follows that for all transitive digraphs n(D) =x(C), where x(D) is the 
chromatic number of D and A(D) is the number of vertices in a longest path in 
D. The Gallai-Roy theorem demonstrates that this “dualism” between paths and 
independent sets holds, to some extent, for fl digraphs. 
. 
Theorem 18 (Gallai [6] Roy [ll]). For all digraphs D, A(D) ax(D). 
If D is strongly connected, then a stronger esult holds. 
Theorem dp (%ondy [l]). Let D be a strongly connected digraph. Then D contains 
a cyck of length at least x(D). 
GmIky 12. For any strong digraph D = (V, E) with chromatic number x, 
A(D) 2 min(lVIP x + 11. 
We see that the “dual” version of Conjecture 3 holds for k = 1. For k & 1 we use 
the following lemma. 
Lemma I3= A k-comectid &graph D = (VP E] contains a cycle of length at least 
min(lVIS 3kj. 
h. Assume D is a non-IIamiltonian ;and let C be the longest cycle in 
be a vertex not on C. Since D is k-connected there exist k internally disjoint paths 
PI P with in(&) = x and ter(&) = ai E V(C), 1~ i 6 k, where all the vertices 1,*=-r-k 
{ai} are distinct. Similarly, there exist i internally disjoint paths 1, l e l 9 &with 
iII(Qi) = bi E V(C) all { bi) are distinct, and ter( ow9 if for some 4 i 
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(bi, aj) E E(C) then C would not be a longest cycle. Hence, IIO vertex bj, 1 ~j s k, 
direct!y precedes ai, lsiskon Cand thus ICIa2k. 0 
Let D be a k-connected digraph and assume k 2 x - 1. Then D 
contains a long cycle C and a long path P of lengths ICI 2 min{lVI, 2k) and 
I PJ 3 -in { ]Vl, 2k + 1). Furthermore, this result is best possible. 
f. By the previous lemma, such a cycle and a path exist. The example in Fig. 
9 shows it is best possible. T,-, denotes atournament with x - 1 vertices. We let 
1113 k and each vertex in A is adjacent (both ways) to each vertex in I. Cl 
For k s x - I, the following Conjecture isa natural generalization f Corollary 
12 and a “dual” version of Conjecture 9: 
A k-connected digraph D = (Y, E) %i& k s x - 1 contains apath 
in{lVl, x + kj. 
IFhe graph in Fig. 10 demonstrates hat this conjecture isbest possible. 
Let V(T,_,) = (xl, x2, . . . , xxBl), and let I be a set of at least k + 1 
independent vertices. For each 1 <j e k, Xj is adjacent (both ways) to each vertex 
in I and for each k + 16 j sx - 1, Xj dominates each vertex in I. 
Note that for k = x - 1, Conjecture 15 holds by the previous theorem, 
TX-1 
Fig. IO. 
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